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Year 6 Medium Term Plan
STA Super Skills

Enhancement/Hooks

Influencer

Class Text
Ade is a just a ordinary
boy with an ordinary life.
He loves living at top of a
tower block and he loves
his life, but one day a
building falls randomly
near his home, an
incredibly stable building.
Luckily no one is hurt, but
the buildings keep falling
with no reason
whatsoever.

Let’s Rock!

Work together as a team
Take risks
Develop more skills to work
independently
Use tier 2 and 3 vocabulary
in our work

Wow! It’s time to rock your socks
off- join us as we go to watch the
School of Rock at Hull New
Theatre!

Lowry

As Subject Learners…

Tier 2
Vocabulary

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Additive ,
Desolate,
multiplicative, partluminous,
whole, relationships
plausible,
trepidation,
Circulatory, Heart,
sublime,
Blood
Vessels, Veins,
exceptional,
Arteries,
excruciating,
Oxygenated,
As mathematicians we will revisit the fundamentals of number and place value. We will read, write, and
deceptive,
Deoxygenated,
compare numbers up to 10,000,000. They will be able to round any whole number to a required degree of
flustered,
Valve, Exercise,
accuracy and solve complex problems using place value.
gaunt, bizarre, Respiration
avid,
As Scientists we will be learning about animals including humans! Pupils will identify and name the main parts audacious, agile Rocks, granite,
slate, formation
of the human circulatory system, and describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood. We will
conduct some fascinating experiments into the effects of exercise on our body.

As writers we will use our ‘enhancement’ trip to the theatre to write our very own reviews of ‘School of Rock.’
We will consider the themes of the show, the humor and music and apply our understanding of non fiction
features to reflect on our trip. After that, we will delve into the character of the Ade from ‘Boy in the Tower.’
We will develop our vocabulary and sentence structure to write a detailed character description of him. Finally,
we will show off our writing flair by using ‘Boy in the Tower’ to build suspense in our writing using features
such as show not tell, differing sentence length and keeping things hidden from the reader!

As Geographers we will continue our ‘rock’ theme by looking at the Giants Causeway in Northern Ireland and
investigating how this magnificent rock formation was formed. We look closely at the economy in Northern
Ireland and the main industries that drive this.

As Musicians we will embrace our air guitars and rock out with the legend Jon Bon Jovi! We will study the
classic rock song ‘Living on a Prayer’ which will include rehearsal and performance of this rock song. Influenced
by our amazing trip to see ‘School of Rock’ we will analyse the instruments and arrangement of the song too.
As artists we will study the work of the great artist ‘Lowry.’ We will explore the techniques Lowry uses
including his unique use of shading and how he uses colour to represent emotion. By looking at his famous
paintings, we will consider the meaning behind each image and emotive colour. To show off what we’ve learnt,
we will design and make our very own ‘Lowry pieces showing off emotive colour.
In PSHE we will discover what it means to be me in my world. We will consider the differences in each of us
and celebrate what makes us unique.
In computing we will consider the topic of E-Safety. In a society with technology at every turn, it is more
important than ever that we know how to keep ourselves safe online. We will focus on the following key areas:
the meaning of cyber-bullying and the consequences and outcomes; the importance of privacy settings and
keeping passwords safe; the pitfalls of sharing photographs and videos; the phrase ‘Think before you send’; the
meaning and importance of emojis; the hidden costs of app usage and in-app purchasing. Finally, review all you
have learned by inviting guests into the classroom to play the cyber-safety game.
In PE we will learn and enjoy the fantastic game of netball. We will practice different drills to embed
fundamentals such as throwing, catching, shooting, movement, pivoting and turning. We play small sided team
games to explore the tactical aspect of netball and different playing positions before building up to netball
games.
In RE, we will explore the meaning of family. We will read scripture such as The Prodigal Son which will help us
to understand the Christian belief in God’s forgiveness and His unconditional love for us. We will then move
onto our other faith’s week, where we will discover what Jewish people eat at Rosh Hashanah and what the
special meaning is behind it.
In French, we will be looking at a range of vocabulary linked to our school life. We will learn key French phrases
and build up to speaking in full sentences.

